
Sago Mini Farm

**About Sago Mini Farm**

In Sago Mini Farm players have to play the role of a capable farmer and do many farm jobs. The

game is aimed primarily at preschoolers.

Sago Mini Farm is a colorful and funny game for kids. You live the everyday life of a farmer and

have to do many different tasks, which occur daily on the farm. Your tasks include, for example,

feeding horses, growing vegetables or loading hay onto the tractor. The special feature of Sago

Mini Farm is that you can discover and play with all items on and around the farm. Discover new

items, places and animals and learn new things.

**Sago Mini Farm - Features:** 

- Help the farmer with the harvest: Since it is harvest time on your farm, you have some tasks to

do. You not only have to load the hay onto the tractor and drive it to your farm, you also have to

feed animals or grow vegetables and fruits. In order that you don’t have to do everything on your

own, there are many great helpers available to help you with your work.

- Discover new places: In Sago Mini Farm, you can always discover new places interactively. Since

you can move all objects in the game, you will get to know these places in a completely new way.

Discover places like the garden, the barn or the lake individually.

- Play with different characters: Since one character would be too boring, Sago Mini Farm has

many different characters to play with on the farm. You can not only play the role of a farmer, but

also the role of a chicken, a cow or a funny scarecrow.

- Learn new things: Sago Mini Farm skillfully combines the gameplay with new learning impulses.

For example, you learn to count on the market, or get to know the most important physical

fundamentals on the swing. In Sago Mini Farm, learning things is easy and fun.

Conclusion: In Sago Mini Farm children can learn new things and discover new places, animals

and food. Since all objects and animals can be moved in the game, the whole game can be

individually discovered by the child. This is not only fun, but also enables a successful learning.


